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INTRODUCING
STRAIGHTLINE KIA
Straightline Kia is a Kia dealership located in Calgary,
Alberta. They chose to come on board with Convertus
in November 2017 after being acquired by the
Straightline Motor Group.
The team at Straightline Kia understands the power
of a strong digital strategy. With that, the dealership
shifted focus to prioritize offering shoppers a great
experience on their website and through their digital
marketing that represented what they provide in the
showroom. In just one year, Convertus has guided
the dealership to consistent digital growth and the
development of a streamlined and effective online
presence.

THE PROBLEM
The automotive industry is a tough one to operate

change the traditional online shopping experience

in, especially when it comes to building a digital

by sharing their in-store personalities through their

presence. Countless regulations and restrictions

website. Further, Straightline Kia sought a strategy

combined with high competition make it a challenge to

that would convey connectedness, humanize their

stand out in the crowded market.

digital space and generate quality leads. To put it
in their words, Straightline Kia was Shifting the

There’s also the difficult task of determining the

Experience in store and they wanted to do the same

strategy that works best for your dealership.

online.

Unfortunately, digital advertising strategies are far
from a one-size-fits-all solution. You must define your

To reach their goals, Straightline Kia collaborated with

audience, determine their needs, and find solutions

Convertus to build a brand new website, along with

that deliver maximum returns while remaining within

enhanced paid search, organic search and paid social

budget.

marketing strategies. All of these initiatives provided
by Convertus work seamlessly together, building a

When Straightline Kia came to us, they were looking

cohesive and personable brand, providing Straightline

for a way to develop a unique online presence that

Kia with stronger insight and clarity into their data

would set them above their local competition and

while increasing brand awareness in their market, lead

drive shoppers into their showroom. They aimed to

generation and ultimately dealership traffic.

PAID SEARCH
At Convertus, we use three key metrics to evaluate
the ongoing success of any particular paid campaign:
click through rate (CTR), bounce rate (BR), and overall
cost per acquisition/lead (CPA).
These metrics act as signifiers at each part of the
funnel, from the initial impression to conversion.
A low CTR indicates poor ad relevance/keyword
optimization or, in some cases, a misunderstanding of
the target audience. High bounce rates indicate a poor

These metrics indicate that compelling ads are

landing page experience or website design. A misstep

showing up in the right moments for engaged

in any area of the account—low quality score, poor

audiences, prompting higher clicks. A lower bounce

relevancy, high bounce rate, etc.— will result in a

rate signifies that unique landing pages capture

higher than average CPA.

audience attention and provide a positive user
experience.

With a custom strategy in place, we were able to
deliver a search click-through-rate of 7.5% percent—

Overall, a strong paid search and social media

nearly four times the industry average. Further,

strategy, paired with high-converting landing pages

Straightline Kia saw a homepage bounce rate of only

that provide a superior user experience, helped reach

25%, with the industry average typically falling within

online car shoppers in critical moments and drive

the range of 30–40%.

quality traffic to the website.

SEARCH CLICK
THROUGH RATE

7.5%

BOUNCE RATE

24.92%

COST PER
LEAD

$34.79

MOBILE FIRST
The shift towards mobile is significant and universal
across the Canadian auto industry and dealerships
must adjust their advertising strategies. Mobile
searches now largely outweigh searches from any
other device, and a consumer’s path to purchase
now includes multiple devices and hundreds of digital
interactions.
Once the largest contributor to a dealership’s total
leads, online form leads, have taken back seat to
mobile conversions such as click-to-calls. Today,
most accounts we manage trend heavily towards
mobile. This is very true for Straightline Kia, who see
approximately 75% of their paid conversions from a
mobile device.
Just like all of our website solutions, the custom
website we created for Straightline Kia is fully
responsive, meaning that it automatically adjusts
to fit any screen size or device type. This way, their
content is both beautiful and user-friendly regardless
of how it is being viewed.

SHIFTING THE
ONLINE EXPERIENCE
Every Kia dealer in Alberta has access to the same

people are going to visit your website than walk into

OEM incentives, the same new inventory, and largely

your showroom), the team at Straightline Kia regularly

the same prices. So, how does a Kia dealership set

produces video content that is integrated into the

itself apart from the rest in such a saturated market?

homepage of their website and woven through their

With Straightline Kia, who competes with 3 other

marketing strategies.

Kia dealerships in the Calgary market, we wanted
to ensure their unique in-store initiatives were fully

By integrating and continuously adding these videos

conveyed online.

to the website, the Straightline Kia team is able to
communicate directly with its customers on a regular

Something that makes Straightline Kia incredibly

basis, as if face-to-face. We also leveraged the power

unique is their dealership-wide commitment to

of positive social affirmation by integrating review

Shifting the Experience that shoppers traditionally

ratings and testimonials into key pages of their

have at dealerships. To ensure that this message is

website, further supporting their commitment to

shown to as many car shoppers as possible (more

Shifting the Experience.

WEBSITE AND
ORGANIC SEARCH
Our website solution was developed for futurefocused dealers who value the long-term benefits of a
powerful organic search strategy.
For Straightline Kia, a custom-built website paired
with a robust organic search strategy proved to be
exactly what the dealership needed to grow and
champion its digital presence. We built a customized
website from the bottom up and incorporated

experienced over a 50% increase in total conversions,

forward-thinking organic search tactics at every stage

including a massive 100% increase in click-to-calls.

to help them outshine the competition organically.
They also saw a decrease in their homepage bounce
Comparing data from the beginning of their journey

rate, signaling a stronger, more engaging homepage

with Convertus to present, Straightline Kia

experience upon landing.

OCTOBER 2017

OCTOBER 2018

INCREASE

1730

2112

+ 22%

FORM FILLS

20

22

+ 10%

CLICK-TO-CALLS

15

30

+ 100%

TOTAL CONVERSIONS

35

52

+ 53%

HOMEPAGE BOUNCE
RATE

15.55%

14.25%

- 8.4%

SESSIONS

Our approach to organic search is simple. Rather than

include clear navigation and usability tools, as well

focusing on out-of-date techniques for improving

as contemporary design features. We build websites

organic search performance, we focus on elevating

tailored to each dealership, breaking away from the

the on-site user experience and providing compelling

cookie-cutter model by offering focused, relevant and

content on a regular basis. Our mobile responsive sites

engaging content unique to each individual dealership.

CONCLUSION
Advertising online in the automotive

devices that focuses on delivering their

industry is not without challenges. With

unique message to the right audience at

an increasingly competitive market, co-

the right time.

op programs, various digital channels to
optimize and countless regulations, it’s

At Convertus, our focus on quality

tricky to know where to begin and how to

over quantity drives everything that

evaluate your dealership’s performance.

we do. Our marketing processes are
not simply about gaining the highest

When we first met, Straightline Kia

number of clicks, impressions or organic

was looking to lift their digital strategy

traffic— although these are all valuable

to create a streamlined presence both

metrics that we optimize for. We

online and offline that surpasses their

believe that the quality of traffic holds

competition and truly helps them stand

immense value, too. By following ever-

out. Now, they have a web solution that

evolving best practices and keeping

emphasizes positive user experience and

on the forefront of change, as well as

an innovative organic search strategy

continuously evaluating and improving

that contributes to increased visibility

our own services, we create unique client

on search engines and ultimately drives

experiences that perfectly fit their needs,

higher website traffic. Further, they

but more importantly, the needs of their

are leveraging a paid search and social

customers.

strategy operating seamlessly across all
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